Time phrase parsing is useful to analyze Chinese text, because it is usually omitted expression in the Chinese text for the coherence and the cohesion. It is important to gain the temporal information, then it can be used to generate the tense of the verb. In this paper, with temporal information structures of HowNet, time phrases are divided into three categories, and a structure is designed to represent the temporal information of time phrases. Then, it puts forward a method to parse time phrases in Chinese text.
INTRODUCTION
As we all know, there isn't morphologic changing in Chinese. Temporal informal implies in the Chinese text. Since temporal system is objective to every kind of natural language, we could gain the temporal information from the Chinese text. It has been proved that the temporal system has three components, phase, tense and aspect (Zhou 2000) . Phase is a property of the event described by the semantic of the verb, tense is a temporal relation between the event time (ET) and the speech time (ST) or another reference time (RT), and aspect is the state of the event, which depends on the point-of-view of the observation (M & G 1996) . Temporal relations are precedence, simultaneous and include-in. Note that the tense discussed in the paper is different from the syntactic category tense in English, values of it are happen-ed, happen-ing and happen-will. Happen-ed represents ET is precedence to ST (or RT), happen-ing means ET is simultaneous to ST (or RT), or ET is included in RT, happen-will indicates ST (or RT) is precedence to ET. In the Chinese language time phrase is a syntactic approach to represent the tense of the verb (Gong 1995) , it often has temporal references among the sentences in the Chinese text for the coherence and the cohesion, so it is necessary to parse the time phrases in the Chinese text in order to determine the tenses of the verbs in the text.
HowNet is a bilingual general knowledge-base describing relations between concepts and relations between the attributes of concepts. It has more than 2,000 sememes to define the concepts and proposes information structures to reveal the meaning of phrases at the semantic level (Dong 2007) . Chinese information structures database of HowNet (short for CISD) is derived from large scale natural language corpus, which gives 268 information structures and more than 10,000 examples in the latest version (Dong 2010) . In CISD there are 23 temporal information structures and 1,029 examples of time phrases, then we analyse these temporal information structures and experiment with the examples. In order to computing semantic of time phrases, we category time phrases and design a semantic structure, named TPSS, to represent the temporal information of time phrases.
In the paper, time phrases are categorized into three in section 2, then, a method is put forward to parsing time phrases in section 3. Finally, we implement a system to parsing time phrases in Chinese texts.
TIME PHRASE CATEGORIZATION
Constituents of time phrases include time noun words, for example, 昨天(zuo2 tian1, yesterday), time expression that composed of number and time-quantifier, such as 2013 年 5 月(er4 ling2 yi1 san1 nian2 wu3 yue4, May 2013), in which 年 (nian2, year) and 月 (yue4, month) are two time-quantifiers, time order words, for example, 前 (qian2, preceding), and part-of time words, for instance, 初(chu1, beginning) in Chinese. Semantic of time phrases is illustrated by temporal information structures of HowNet (short for TIS) intensively, for example:
(1) 昨天-上午(zuo2 tian1 shang4 wu3, yesterday morning) TIS= (时间|time,特|special,日|day) [whole]  ( 时 间 |time, 特 |special, 晨 / 午 / 晚 |morning/afternoon/night) (2) 会-前(hui4 qian2, before the meeting) TIS=(事情|things)  [time] (时间|time) In (1) it describes the morning in yesterday, concept yesterday is the whole of concept morning. Example (2) is about the time before the time when the meeting is began. According to the meaning of time phrases, we category temporal information structures of HowNet and time phrases into three kinds, date, presudodate and time interval.
Date
Date is the numbers or words used to talk about a particular day, month, and year. It has the definite value on the axis of time. The formation of the time phrase expressing the date in Chinese is shown as follows:
(1) Time-unit::= <time-num><time-quantifier> (2)
The time-quantifiers of the dates include 世纪 (shi4 ji4, century), 年(nian2, year), 季(ji4, season), 月 (yue4, month), 旬 (xun2, ten days), 周 (zhou1, week), 日(ri4, day), 日段(ri4 duan4, part of a day), 时(shi2, hour), 分钟(fen1 zhong1, minute) and 秒 钟 (miao3 zhong1, second) (Dong 1999) . The time-unit that composed of the former time-quantifier is larger than the time-unit composed of the latter time-quantifier. Moreover, 季 has 4 values: 春 (chun1, spring), 夏 (xia4, summer), 秋 (qiu1, autumn) and 冬(dong1, winter), which have the precedence relation. And 日段 also has 4 values: 晨(chen2, morning), 午间(wu3 jian1, noon), 下午 (xia4 wu3, afternoon) and 晚(wan3, night), which also have precedence relation. Finally, every time-unit of the dates could be divided into three parts again, which are the beginning part, the middle part and the ending part, and there is precedence relation between these parts.
The dates have two properties in the Chinese text.
One is that the dates often only contain the larger time-unit when it isn't necessary to point out the detail time. The other is that the dates often have the temporal references in the Chinese text. The larger time-unit of the date would be omitted when it is same as the larger time-unit of the date in the above sentences.
Presudodate
Presudodate is composed of a based-date and an offset, in which the based-date is a date, and the offset consists of direction and size. Because the offset and the based-date of the presudodate are often indefinite, the presudodate hasn't definite value on the axis of time. However, the presudodate could be transformed to the date when the base-date and the offset are given. Presudodate is defined as follows:
Presudodate ::= <Based-date><Offset> (3) Offset ::= <Offset-dir><Offset-size> (4) Date=Presudodate.Based-date + Presudodate.Offset (5) Expression (5) shows the process of transforming the presudodate to the date. When the direction of the offset is same as the direction of the axis of time (the flow of time), the size of the offset is positive. Well, the size of the offset will be negative when the direction of the offset is opposite to the direction of the axis of time. And when the size of the offset is zero, it implies that the presudodate denotes the based-date, or the larger time-unit of the presudodate and that of the based-date are same, for example, 今 天(jin1 tian1, today), 今天下午(jin1 tian1 xia4 wu3, this afternoon).
Time phrases expressing the presudodates have 4 forms generally in the Chinese text: (1) Have the based-date and the offset direction. For example, 2008 年 6 月 1 日前(er4 ling2 ling2 ba1 nian2 liu4 yue4 yi1 ri4 qian2, before June 1st 2008). This kind of presudodate could be transformed to the date with formula (5) after receiving the size of the offset. (2) Have the offset including the direction and the size, and take the latest date in the above sentences as its based-date. For example, "1999 年，…。两年后，…。 "(yi1 jiu3 jiu3 jiu3 nian2, …liang2 nian2 hou4,…，… in 1999. … two years later …). (3) Have the offset, and take the date that the event happened as its based-date. For example, "第二 次世界大战以后"(di4 er4 ci1 shi4 jie4 da4 zhan4 yi2 hou4，after The Second World War ). (4) Have the offset, and take the date that the text was written as its based-date. For example, "明 天"(ming2 tian1, tomorrow), its offset direction is positive and its offset size is one day.
Time Interval
What the third kind of time phrases represents is a time interval, which has two different forms in the Chinese text. One is composed of the beginning date and the ending date, such as 80 年代末 90 年代初 (ba1 shi2 nian2 dai4 mo4 jiu3 shi4 nian2 dai4 chu1, from the ending of 1980s to the beginning of 1990s), the other just represents the size of the time interval, for instance, 十天(shi2 tian1, ten days). By the way, the size of the offset of the presudodate mentioned above is a time interval.
TIME PHRASE PARSING

TPSS
TPSS is the abbreviation for the Time Phrase Semantic Representation Structure. It contains the temporal information of a time phrase, its definition is:
TPSS ::= <Semcate, Semcontent> (6) Semcate  {date, presudodate-basedate, presudodate-timeinterval} Semcontent ::= <Date, Offset-dir, Offset-size> (7) Offset-dir::= nega | zero | posi (8) Offset-size ::= [<offset-size-unit>]*|<how-adv> (9) offset-size-unit ::= <time-num> [<special-quantifier>]<time-quantifier> (10) Semcate is the category of the time phrase that we have discussed in section 2. Semcontent is the temporal information of the time phrase defined as a triple including date, offset-dir and offset-size. How-adv is the adverb representing the degree of the quantity, for instance, 左右(zuo3 you4, or so), 整 (zheng3, exactly). And the special-quantifier is some quantifier that could be used between the number and the time-quantifier.
TPSS is an enclosure of the temporal information of the date, the presudodate and the time interval. When the Semcate of TPSS is date, the offset-dir and the offset-size is zero. When TPSS represents a presudodate with the based-date, date of the Semcontent is the based-date of the presudodate. And when the Semcate of TPSS is presudodate-timeinterval, there would be two dates in TPSS, one is the beginning date, the other is the ending date, and the size of the time interval would be represented by the offset-size.
Mliurn
Linguistic As indicate in Figure 1 , MLIURN has 5 levels, every level has information units and the relations. On one hand, information unit at the low level is part of information unit at the high level. On the other hand, information units and relations at different level have different contents that representing the knowledge of natural language from different level. For example, at the concept level, information unit is one concept which has syntactic properties, semantic properties and the number of the sentence in which the concept is contained. The relation between two information units is the semantic relation between the two concepts. Concepts expressed in the concept level include event concepts, entity concepts and time concepts. TPSS is one information unit at the concept level. Well, information unit at the text level describes the information of the text, such as the text structure, the text category and the theme of the text.
Time Phrase Parser
Time phrase parser is a Finite-State Machine including a table of input symbol sets and a function of state transition. Every state of the parser is an object with special semantic action. First, it writs the temporal information of the time phrase into TPSS. Second, it would to search MLIURN to receive the temporal information from the above paragraphs when there are time references in the Chinese text. The structure of the parser is showed in Figure 2 We define 18 kinds of input symbol sets as indicated in Table 1 . Table. A Chinese number set i. Time phrase parsing algorithm is as follows:
Time Phrase Parsing Algorithm（TPPA） Let S i be the current state of the parser, X be one set of Table 1 , and F be the state transit function.
1) Input word w.
2) Evaluate the word w whether or not belong to one set of Table 1 . 3) If not, goto 9). 4) If w  X, calculate the state S' to which S i transit by F(S i , w).
5)
If S'=NULL, return to the last termination state, goto 9). 6) If S'NULL, set S' to S i . 7) Perform the semantic action of S i . 8) If S i is a termination state，write the result of 7) to TPSS, goto 1). 9) If TPSS=NULL, return; 10) If TPSSNULL, test TPSS whether or not having temporal reference to the above paragraph. 11) If there is temporal reference, search MLIURN, extend TPSS with the temporal information of the time phrase in the above paragraph. 12) Write TPSS into MLIURN, return.
Tense Calculus
Now the tense of the verb that restricted by the time phrase could be calculated. First, some simple operators are defined, and then an algorithm ( Chinese Text Verb Tense Parsing Algorithm) to calculate the tenses of the verbs in Chinese text. 
DEFINITION 3.5 Offset direction operator 
Let X be a set of dates, and F be a set of the directions of the offset, F={posi, nega, zero}. d 2 ) indicates the direction of the offset that d 1 relative to d 2 . DEFINITION 3.6 Tense operator T Let X be a set of dates, and S be a set of the tenses, S={ happen-ed, happen-ing, happen-will }. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, temporal information structures of HowNet and time phrases are divided into 3 kinds, date, presudodate and time interval. Then, a structure, called TPSS, is designed to represent the temporal information of time phrases. Finally, a parser is built to parse time phrases and to infer the tenses of the verbs in Chinese texts.
Although the parsing algorithm of time phrases in Chinese text has shown satisfactory result, some difficulties are still remained, such as ambiguous word segmentation. Because of lacking for commonsense knowledge, tenses of some presudodates couldn't be calculated. We will do more work about the Chinese temporal system in the future.
